Unlocking the Value
of an Embedded
Professional Services Firm

INTRODUCTION
A Professional Services (PS) business plays a
vital strategic role in an integrated complex
services business. 1 Many of our clients that
are moving toward this integrated business
model have an existing, embedded PS business unit, yet few of these PS businesses are
prepared to deliver the intended strategic
value – driving differentiation, fostering
customer intimacy, and pulling through the
company’s core services and products.
Some of the common challenges inhibiting
these PS organizations from their strategic
role include:
•

Operating primarily as an independent
business detached from other products,
services, or business units.

•

Going to market as an offering bundled
into the sale of other products and
services without an independent value
proposition.

•

Failing to attain the critical mass required to make a material impact on the
broader business and/or fund self reinforcing growth.

•

Underachieving its objectives relative to:
•

•

Meeting financial expectations or
targets of the PS business.

•

Both strategic and financial goals.

Before looking at the potential paths to
address these PS business challenges, it is
helpful to review the strategic roles that a
highly-functioning PS business must play in a
successful, integrated complex services
business model:
1. Be the “Tip of the Spear” to obtain new
accounts:

Fulfillment of its strategic role as a
force multiplier for the broader business.
1

•

Change the acquisition of new accounts from a selling process to a
client journey of improvement that
aligns with the client buying journey
and decision process

•

Provide differentiated services that are
topical and/or that should be topical,
i.e., ideas that provide ways to start
executive conversations

•

Adjust the starting point with clients
so that the services offered meet
buyers where they are in both their
decision cycle and their operational
performance

•

Deliver engagements that lead directly
to, or provide an umbrella or halo to,
core products and services
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1. By “complex services businesses,” we mean companies whose success is dependent upon value delivered to clients beyond
transactional fulfillment of products, typically through long-term contracts. Often their offerings include tangible products, such
as technology, but their value proposition extends beyond the product to enablement of client business objectives through additional service models ranging from consulting, implementation, outsourcing, maintenance, and others. When operated optimally
in an integrated business model, complex services businesses create much more value than the distinct services could create individually – the whole is truly greater than the sum of the parts.

2. Provide access to executives:
• Provide a portfolio of offers based
on ideas and topics that are meaningful to client executives (above
the “Line of Safety” 2 ) in each key
segment that is of high value to the
organization
•

•

Solve problems executives are
interested in or should be interested
in (i.e., educating the client executives).

Focus the business on the highest
value market segments and buying
executives by interacting with the
market on critical problems and
opportunities and adjusting our
understanding of segments, buyers,
and the portfolio accordingly.
3. Refresh or maintain executive intimacy between buying cycles:
• Present ideas and topics that are
meaningful to client executives
(above the “Line of Safety”) and
execute engagements on those ideas
to shift conversations beyond
service levels on existing contracts
to strategic challenges and opportunities for clients.
• Insulate the business from the
normal challenges of long-term
contracts through value created
outside the long-term contracts and
the resulting relationships.

•

Engage and showcase the firm’s top
talent on the ground with the client’s executive team.
4. Drive revenue and margin for the
entire business:
• Lead the client on the intellectual
and operational journey to realize
the full value of services appropriate for their circumstances.
• Disaggregate the buying process for
long-term contracts or other large
purchases into a buying journey that
matches each purchase decision to
the level of trust and credibility
established with the client – derisking the client’s decisions – and
mitigating the business risk by
increasing understanding of the
client through the journey.
• Deliver offers that directly pull
through other services and products, or at a minimum, deliver
problem solving relevant to executives at new and current accounts in
key segments so these relationships
can be further leveraged for other
services and products.
• Identify and take advantage of
opportunities to upsell or cross-sell
other offerings and expand contracts.
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2. The “Line of Safety” divides those senior executives that set budgets and direction for the client from those that
manage to budgets they are given.

Clearly, fulfilling these key roles requires
focusing on major strategic issues
(portfolio, offer structures, aligning and
upgrading talent, etc.) as well as growing
the PS business to critical mass. In addition, the PS business itself has pressures to
meet its revenue, margin, and other targets, so rarely can these pressures be
ignored to focus solely on the strategic
goals. Conversely, focusing on these
tactical targets and accomplishing the
strategic objectives “when we have time”
invariably relegates the strategic goals to

the back burner – putting the entire business model transformation at risk. Thus,
the PS business must strike a balance
appropriate to it circumstances – i.e.,
answering how much freedom does PS
have to transform and invest in itself over
what period and how important are PS
financial results to the overall business.
While the answers to these questions will
fall on a continuum, it can be divided into
two sections to determine an overall
approach. Each approach has a “major and
minor”:

Major: Near-Term Financial Results

Major: Fulfilling Strategy

Minor: Fulfilling Strategy

Minor: Near-Term Financial Results

Major: Near-Term Financial Results

Major: Fulfilling Strategy

Minor: Fulfilling Strategy

Minor: Near-Term Financial Results

The culture or financial status of the company
dictates that PS must hit significant near-term
growth, revenue, and/or margin targets to which
the current operations do not provide line of
sight; therefore, hitting these targets becomes
“the major” and building toward the strategic
roles necessary for the business model transformation becomes “the minor.” While financial
targets are met quickly in this approach, PS’
ability to enable the new business model is
delayed. If this delay is not carefully understood,
planned for and communicated, the full transformation can also be delayed or put at risk because
of the critical PS roles required in the new model.

The financial results from the PS business are
unimportant or immaterial to the overall
company, and therefore, PS has the freedom to
“major in” its strategic objectives with a
secondary focus (“minor”) in improving financial
outcomes. Implicit in this approach is the
capacity and freedom to invest in PS beyond its
own budget. While this approach achieves
faster impact to the overall business model
transformation by accelerating PS’ ability to play
its new strategic roles, it requires the discipline
and patience to see the investments through to
fruition.
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In this scenario, PS leverages its current capabilities
and offers – regardless of
their long-term strategic
value – to drive revenue
and margin. Strategic
activities are layered in
more slowly and often
funded from the growth of
the PS business. While the
ability for PS to enable the
larger transformation is
slower in this approach, the
investment in current offers
and talent builds a profitable and credible platform
from which to launch the
strategic role. Often in the
later stages, PS will opportunistically play the desired

strategic role at selected
accounts as proof points for
its role in the business
model transformation. This
journey is broken into three
stages: Focus, Expansion,
and Strategy Enablement.

Implications for
Approach #1
•

•
•
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Slower transformational
impact
Faster financial outcomes
Investments in current,
tactical offers and talent
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1. FOCUS STAGE
In the Focus Stage, the business identifies the PS offering
with the greatest potential to drive the revenue and/or
margin results required and focuses on that offer. This
requires aligning sales efforts, talent, and market
interaction to drive the growth of that offer. Usually,
this focus means pruning or starving offers that do not
have the near-term potential to drive the desired
financial results.

and Service Chains, but is not a deliberate attempt
to fully implement those methodologies (e.g.,
messaging and structure for initial meetings will
typically follow an Idea Meeting format).

Key Activities:
•

Select the current offer that has the best ability to
drive the desired financial impact. Because speed to
financial impact is paramount in this scenario, this
selection does not consider the offer’s future
potential to further the strategic role of PS; in fact,
when viewed through that lens, it is often an offer
that would either be eliminated from the portfolio
or integrated as a component or competency of a
Service Chain3 in the future portfolio.

•

Secure rights of action to refocus sales efforts on the
selected offer. The complexity and importance of
this task will depend on whether PS has a dedicated
salesforce.

•

Refine the messaging and sales collateral for this
offer to enhance selling success. This refinement
may begin to draw on the principles of Idea Selling4

•

Identify any offers that do not meet the desired
financial criteria and develop a plan to exit (“prune”)
these offerings or stop taking them to market
actively (“starve”).

•

Reallocate sales and delivery resources to maximize
the selected offer.

•

Conduct a thorough talent evaluation with two
primary purposes:


Identify the talent that can successfully align
to the selected offer quickly.



Develop a preliminary point of view on
members of the team that are most likely to
be successful when PS moves to its posttransformation, strategic role. These team
members can be leveraged throughout this
journey as role model.

•

Focus efforts on the offer with the most potential for quick financial results

•

Reprioritize activities and reallocate resources to support the selected offer
5
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3. Service Chains comprise a pre-defined set of sales activities and projects that collectively deliver your solution and value proposition in a manner that facilitates the buyer’s journey to understand, evaluate, and implement new ideas. They formalize the deliverables of the client engagements and use those deliverables to build credibility and intimacy; create a predictable stream of work
that pulls through major revenue sources; reduce the overall sales investment and the risk – for both buyer and seller; and provide
the basis for account plans, communication plans, and executive interactions. In its fully realized strategic role, essentially all PS
offers take this form.
4. Idea Selling is proactively creating client demand by guiding the target buying executive through their initial decision needed to
undertake significant change. Two key, pre-defined components of Idea Selling are the Idea Meeting – which engages the buying
executive on a value topic, not the features/functions of the solution – and the Stakeholder Meeting – which is designed as a team
sell to highlight subject matter expertise in the organization beyond the seller and position the seller for intimacy with the buyer.

KEY ACTIVITIES CONTINUED

•

Reprioritize the opportunity pipeline
and refine tools to manage pipeline and
sales activities. The intent is to concentrate selling efforts on the selected
offer. Depending on the structure and
responsibilities of the salesforce (e.g.,
whether they are dedicated to PS or
represent other products or services),
example actions may include:


Culling opportunities related to
other offers to allow reallocation
or reprioritization of resources.



Adjusting incentives to provide
greater reward for selling the
selected offer.



Making key PS subject matter
experts more available to support
selling efforts.



Implementing rapid-cycle deal
reviews that include pre-meeting
role plays on the new offer messaging and tools and postmeeting debriefs to glean market
feedback.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
Establishing support from sales for the limited offer focus. Re-evaluating incentives and
ensuring sufficient subject matter expertise availability will help alleviate this issue.
Dealing quickly and directly with talent issues related to staff that cannot align to either the
new offer or the longer term strategic vision.
Flexibility to hire staff fast enough to meet demand if sufficient resources cannot be realigned.
Establishing at the outset clear triggers for hiring based on pipeline and deal flow.
Willingness to walk away from deals and offers that will not improve the targeted financial
results – this requires understanding engagement and offer/service line profitability.
Publicizing successes within and beyond the PS organization to build credibility and
momentum.
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2. THE EXPANSION STAGE
Increase range of
effort to include
additional offers
and reallocate
resources to them

Align talent to all
offers selected,
while identifying
gaps in the talent
pyramid. For
example, consultative skills

Evaluate operational effectiveness and implement PS best
practices

The Expansion Stage refers to an expanded focus to include at least one additional offer,
the growth associated with the first offer, and the enlarging and upgrading of the talent
pool. The focus remains primarily on revenue and margin targets, but more of the concepts, skills, and metrics associated with the future state begin to be layered in.
Key Activities:

For example:

•



If driving revenue for a core outsourcing service is likely to be imperative, an offer that relates to improving the effectiveness of the
function to be outsourced may be
selected.



If elevating conversations with client
executives or maintaining intimacy
between renewal cycles for that
outsourced service seems important,
an offer related to a current common challenge for those executives
may be selected.

Select the next offer or PS revenue stream
to refurbish and focus on. The selected
offer provides the next best option for
potential financial impact based on the
tradeoffs that exist. It should still be
directly tied to current capabilities or
offers. However, unlike the offer for the
first stage, selection criteria in this stage
may begin to consider the future strategic
value relative to the PS role in the business
model transformation as currently understood.
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KEY ACTIVITIES CONTINUED

•

•

Begin upgrading talent in relation to
both offers selected. As noted in the Focus Stage, the legacy talent selection
process may have under-valued the commercial and consultative skills required
in the PS future state in favor of deep
technical skills; therefore, it is imperative to begin morphing the selection criteria to place greater emphasis on advisory skills along with familiarity with the
subject matter of the two offers currently in play.

•

Having identified the top talent and begun infusing new talent with greater
commercial savvy, leverage this talent in
two key ways:



Further inject these individuals
into the team selling process as
subject matter experts.



Refine and build improved delivery
tools, processes, and controls to
enhance delivery quality and consistency.

Evaluate the current operational metrics
for PS and implement or refine these
metrics to align with PS best practice
tracking and reporting methodologies.
At this stage, the current operational
practices, offer structures, etc. typically
do not allow the PS business to perform
at best practice levels for these metrics,
but implementing them now provides
visibility to the opportunity.

Continuing to publicize
success within and beyond the PS organization to build credibility
and momentum.
Partnering with
the sales organization
to implement team
selling effectively.

Adjusting the talent
selection criteria to
place greater emphasis
on advisory skills.
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Taking full advantage of the
key hires to showcase role
model behaviors since a
critical mass of experienced
PS does not yet exist. One
often unexpected benefit of
doing this effectively is that
some of the legacy staff will
prove to be “diamonds in the
rough” that readily adopt the
new behaviors once they are
modeled and valued.
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3. The Strategy Enablement Phase
The Strategy Enablement Stage leverages the
financial and operational successes of the first
two stages to attain the freedom to focus more
deliberately on fulfilling the strategic roles for
PS. By introducing some of the key concepts
needed for those strategic roles and infusing
talent that understands those roles, PS opportunistically begins to fill those roles in certain
accounts (e.g., pulling through core products
and services, enhancing relationships with new
executives, penetrating new accounts). These
anecdotes of success begin to create pull from
the broader organization for PS in these roles.

•

Build a preliminary point of view on the
strategic portfolio. Identify gaps in the
portfolio for offers that:


Generate more PS revenue.



Drive pull through for core products
and services.



Provide or enhance client intimacy
with target executives.



Shorten the sales cycle and increase
the win rate.



Create entry points into new segments, targets, or executive roles.

•

Initiate offer development to fill these gaps
using the full Service Chain development
methodology and rapidly push new offerings
to the market.

•

Socialize the portfolio point of view and
promote early wins with key stakeholders
throughout the organization to build buy -in
for PS fully moving into its strategic roles for
the business model transformation.

•

Fully implement PS talent best practices,
including:

Leverage-model pyramid.



Career pathing.



Sourcing, recruiting, and hiring.



Performance evaluation and management.



Client and project management
disciplines.

Critical Success Factors:

Key Activities:
•



•

•
•

Willingness to eliminate offerings that do not
meet the evolving strategic view of the
portfolio as the new offers begin to drive the
financial model. One or both offers that
were a focus during the first two stages may
likely be cut when the new strategic criteria
are applied.
Adopting the Service Chain model for offer
development so that all future offers can
fulfill a strategic role for PS and the business
model transformation.
Building buy-in throughout the organization
for the new PS role.
Quickly implementing PS talent best practices to ensure retention and attraction of key
talent.

Summary: Near-Term Financial Result Major
In this approach, the ability for PS to impact the
business model transformation and play its
strategic role in a substantial manner is pushed
out to at least the second (sometimes third)
year of the transformation; however, the external (non-PS) investment requirements are
significantly lower. Additionally, financial
success of PS may be crucial to establishing buy in to its ability to play its strategic role in the
integrated business model. If PS has historically
underperformed, building this credibility may be
an essential step.
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In this scenario, the PS
organization concentrates
primarily on the long-term
strategy while pulling along
near-term revenue and
profit impacts. The time,
energy, and financial
investments focus on
strategic offerings and
talent to enable the strategic PS role from which the
financial success of the PS
unit and the overall business will flow. Because PS
is immaterial to the overall
business at the outset,
investment allocations are
often made from beyond

Months 1-6

Investment

the PS budget to accelerate
progress. This journey is
divided into three stages:
Investment, Preparation,
and Impact & Growth.
Each lasts roughly six to
nine months.

Implications for
Approach #2
•

•

•

Months 7-12

Months 13-18+

Preparation
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Slower financial outcomes
Faster impact on transformation
Key investments in strategic offers and talent

Impact &
Growth
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1. INVESTMENT STAGE
In the Investment Stage, the organization is
focused on establishing a clear view of the
role they should play within the company and
clarifying the steps to fulfill that role. The
current state of operational effectiveness and
readiness, capabilities and talents, and portfolio and offerings must be evaluated. From this
understanding, resources are invested in strategic talent and strategic offers that have the
most potential. This investment in the big picture may deplete margins initially, so setting
expectations for that outcome and sticking
with the strategy through that period are essential.
Key Activities:
•

•



•

Conduct an evaluation of organizational
readiness against the role expectations,
portfolio strategy, and offer decision. Develop a detailed roadmap for improvement
in appropriate areas.

•

Adopt and socialize a new offer development process – i.e., Service Chains that
pull through key revenue streams and meet
other strategic goals.

•

Using Service Chain development methodology:

Define the role that PS will play within the
organization. Establish the requirements
to fulfill the role and build a journey to get
there. Socialize and gain buy -in from key
stakeholders for the role of PS and the
overall journey
Develop an initial point-of-view of the organization’s portfolio required to support
the future-state role


Define the portfolio strategy and
reconcile current offers to it.



Select the offers to keep based on
revenue implications, as well as the
offers that make the best candidates to become truly differentiated.

Identify the offers that must be
pruned out of the portfolio and allocate resources away from them.

•



Build out and refresh current offers
that fit the overall portfolio strategy.



Initiate preliminary stages of offer
development of the new offers chosen to fill the portfolio gaps.

Begin recruiting strategic talent at the
manager level and above with the ability
and experience to run accounts and deal
with top executives. Bring in individuals
with experience in a PS business to serve
as role models in all levels. Establish a
plan to leverage these new hires to quickly
impact profit margins and offset the significant investments in this stage.

•

Define and refine the role of Professional Services

•

Develop portfolio point-of-view and strategy

•

Evaluate operational effectiveness and begin adding new talent

•

Adopt new tools and frameworks

11
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1. INVESTMENT STAGE CONTINUED

/

Rigorously cutting offers that do not fit
the new portfolio point of view.

Dealing directly and quickly with the
talent implications for staff that
cannot be realigned to the new
portfolio.
Freedom to invest in the salary costs associated with
acquiring the strategic talent. Often this requires flexibility for PS to structure compensation differently than
other parts of the business. For example, an outsourcing
business may consider the total number of direct reports
a key input to the compensation equation, but senior
leaders in a PS business often do not have the same ratio
of direct reports on paper.

Willingness to hire ahead of demand
to build the talent pipeline in advance
of the sales pipeline to ensure delivery
readiness.
Commitment to accept the margin dilution that will
occur in the near term from these actions and stay
the course through the transformation.
12
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•

2. Preparation Stage
In the Preparation Stage, the organization
concentrates on implementing the plans and
best practices established in the first stage
and prepares to scale the business. To effectively implement the changes necessary, the
organization must optimize talent, capabilities, and offers. Due to the new, differentiated offers and the strategic talent in place,
profit margins will begin to stabilize while
sales cycles will become shorter and more
predictable.

•

Critical Success Factors:
•

Key Activities:
•

•

•

•

Build out the talent pyramid with strategic talent in all areas by hiring ahead of
demand (i.e., more than enough staff to
fulfill current need) to prepare for the
Impact & Growth Stage.
Implement talent management best practices, including career paths, performance
evaluation and management, proper incentives, etc.

Fully implement the operational improvement roadmap
 Adopt proven PS selling methodologies, such as Idea Selling.
 Define the right metrics to track
progress and indicate “readiness.”
 Benchmark the organization
against best practices for PS businesses.
Continue to fill gaps in the portfolio by
developing new offers that meet the
needs to drive the strategy.
Continue to refurbish current offers that
have potential and starve the offers that
do not fit the portfolio strategy.
Test market receptivity to the new and
refreshed offers, including:
 Validating market needs with internal subject matter experts.
 Approaching client “friendlies” to
test receptivity to the messaging
and journey.
 Conducting competitive analysis on
differentiation of the offers.

•

•

Moving new offers to the market interaction stage as rapidly as possible. For
many companies, this approach proves
very uncomfortable because traditional
product development does not roll out
new offerings until they are fully developed.
Be prepared for continued margin dilution
during this stage, but expect to turn the
corner as this stage closes out.
If PS does not have a dedicated sales
team, working closely with the sales organization to coordinate sales activity, as
well as incentives to support the transition.

The Preparation Stage
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•

Prepare to scale the business
to critical mass

•

Focus on using learnings from
previous stage to implement
improvements

•

Develop and refine key offers
and begin market interactions
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PS best practices.

3. Impact & Growth Stage

Critical Success Factors:

In the Impact & Growth Stage, the organization
realizes the full potential of their role as a strategic asset driving of significant value to the
overall business. The organization focuses on
completing the transformation and growing to
critical mass. With a full portfolio of differentiated, repeatable offers, the organization ’s revenue and profits climb. Furthermore, the organization is changing perceptions both internally
and in the market and taking their proper place
in the integrated business model (as described
in the Introduction).

•

•

Key Activities:
•

Begin to track client intimacy and validate
success with accounts.
Implement and utilize sophisticated account
planning and management tactics
Improve sales pipeline management tools
and reporting, resulting in improved predictability.
Take new offers to market. Continue to validate and refine offers based on market receptivity. Reinforce the effectiveness of offers through pre-determined tracking metrics.
Continue to refine and update the overall
portfolio. Work towards each next version
of the portfolio by continuing to update and
refresh the offers based on the overall strategy.
Evaluate, train, and manage talent based on

•
•

•

•

•

•

Using rapid-cycle market feedback to adjust
offerings, and in some cases, terminate new
or existing offers if they do not quickly meet
the strategic goals.
Maintaining patience for the financial goals
to manifest after the strategic goals. For
instance, a Service Chain designed to pull
through a product must lead a client down
the full Service Chain journey before the
product purchase is completed. In most cases, the overall sales cycle for this type of
pull-through is shorter than without the Service Chain, but the first contracts are small
relative to the pull-through objectives.
Defining roles, responsibilities, and decision
rights throughout the client lifecycle to ensure clarity as PS begins to function as an
integral part of the new business model.

Summary: Fulfilling Strategy Major
In this approach, PS provides strategic value
very quickly and makes operational and talent
improvements to demonstrate progress and potential. Improved financial results take longer,
but the business accepts this delay to accelerate the “force multiplier” effect on the overall
business model transformation and long-term
valuation. Transformation to these strategic
roles happens more quickly because best practices for entire PS topics (portfolio, Service
Chains, Idea Selling) are implemented wholesale.

The Impact & Growth Stage
•

Measure and increase intimacy levels with clients

•

Socialize the successes with key stakeholders

•

Begin to manage PS for financial results according to PS best

14
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CONCLUSION

Within an integrated complex services business model, several factors may
influence the decision on how to transform PS to fill its critical roles to:

Be the “Tip of the Spear” to obtain new accounts
Provide the organization with access to target executives
Refresh or maintain executive intimacy between buying cycles
Drive revenue and margin for the entire business
While majoring in fulfilling strategy
provides the fastest route to these
strategic roles, it requires greater buyin from the full executive team at the
outset and willingness to make and
fund strategic investments in PS in the
near term. In this scenario, the greatest risk to the business model transformation stems from failure to anticipate
or stick to the plan through the Investment Stage because of financial performance below normal expectations for a
business unit.

pact, but allows PS to build credibility
and self-fund much of the investment.
In this scenario, the greatest risk to
the business model transformation
stems from PS not being able to fulfill
the strategic roles in time to drive the
transformation forward.
In both cases, the business is
“changing the tires on a moving bus.”
Therefore, deliberate planning, clarity
of objectives, and proactive communications are essential for success.

Conversely, majoring in near-term financial results delays the strategic im-
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Terminology

1.

1. Complex Services Business By “complex services businesses,” we mean companies whose success is dependent upon value delivered to clients beyond transactional fulfillment of products, typically through long-term contracts.
Often their offerings include tangible products, such as technology,
but their value proposition extends beyond the product to enablement of client business objectives through additional service models ranging from consulting, implementation, outsourcing, maintenance, and others. When operated optimally in an integrated business model, complex services businesses create much more value
than the distinct services could create individually – the whole is
truly greater than the sum of the parts.

2. Line of Safety

The “Line of Safety” divides those senior executives that set budgets and direction for the client from those that manage to budgets
they are given.

3. Service Chains

Service Chains comprise a pre-defined set of sales activities and
projects that collectively deliver your solution and value proposition
in a manner that facilitates the buyer’s journey to understand, evaluate, and implement new ideas. They formalize the deliverables of
the client engagements and use those deliverables to build credibility and intimacy; create a predictable stream of work that pulls
through major revenue sources; reduce the overall sales investment and the risk – for both buyer and seller; and provide the basis
for account plans, communication plans, and executive interactions. In its fully realized strategic role, essentially all PS offers take
this form.

4. Idea Selling

Idea Selling is proactively creating client demand by guiding the
target buying executive through their initial decision needed to undertake significant change. Two key, pre-defined components of
Idea Selling are the Idea Meeting – which engages the buying executive on a value topic, not the features/functions of the solution –
and the Stakeholder Meeting – which is designed as a team sell to
highlight subject matter expertise in the organization beyond the
seller and position the seller for intimacy with the buyer.
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